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MONIZ EXPRESSES SUPPORT FOR PRIVATE NUCLEAR STORAGE  

Following the release of the 

Administration’s budget 

request for FY 2017, agency 

heads have been appearing 

before Congress to lobby 

appropriators for funding.  

Secretary Moniz testified 

before the Senate Energy 

and Water Development Appropriations 

Subcommittee on Wednesday, March 9.    

During the hearing, Subcommittee Chairman Lamar 

Alexander asked the Secretary if there was a role for 

private storage as DOE considers its options for 

storing used nuclear fuel.  

(Continued on page 9) 
Secretary Ernest Moniz  

ECA is starting to see movement on appropriations, 

legislation, and other important issues as the current 

Administration scrambles to get as much done as 

possible in its last few months. 

Based on recent statements by congressional 

leadership, we have some hope here in DC of the 

full appropriations process being complete by 

September 30.  More pragmatic observers, 

including ECA staff, remain skeptical – maybe it’s 

from observing the process over the last decade, 

maybe it’s because of recent proclamations from all 

political sides, or perhaps we just think that the new 

normal is continuing resolutions and last minute 

omnibus funding bills.  Last year, the process 

stalled because many demanded an agreement to 

avoid sequestration spending but that should not be 

a problem this year because of the agreement 

passed last fall.   

(Continued on page 2) 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT DOE THIS MONTH 

ECA Executive Director Seth Kirshenberg 

http://www.appropriations.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/030916%20-%20Secretary%20Moniz%20-%20DOE%20-%20Testimony.pdf
http://www.appropriations.senate.gov/hearings/hearing-on-the-fy17-us-dept-of-energy-budget-request
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Senate appropriators recently announced plans to 

complete their funding bills in April. The House has 

also started to move its bills.  Despite this progress, 

a lot can and will happen between now and the end 

of September – it is an election year.  The Senate 

and House are expected to move the Defense 

Authorization bill in April and May (during the DC 

peer exchange).  More details on both issues are in 

the legislative update on page 6.   

So, now that we have congressional activities out of 

the way – some DOE issues for consideration:   

WIPP Restart – WIPP is one of the top issues 

facing EM (and now NNSA as well).  WIPP 

continues to recover slowly and will need to be able 

to accommodate a limited work-load before it can 

reach full operations again.  WIPP remains one of 

the key lynchpins of the EM complex.  We expect a 

restart by the end of this year and this issue will 

remain a major focus for a lot of member sites.  We 

know that this is a top priority for EM leadership 

and we expect NNSA to announce soon their 

reliance on the repository if MOX is stalled.  As a 

reminder, what happens at WIPP impacts a lot of 

the items listed below. 

MOX – The Administration continues to propose 

the cancellation of MOX at the Savannah River Site 

(SRS).  We don’t think anyone expects the proposal 

to go anywhere, especially after the contentious 

hearing where Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) 

challenged Administrator Klotz on the closure.  We 

expect MOX to receive funding this year and we 

will have to wait and see what the next 

Administration does with the facility. 

NNSA Modernization – Nuclear weapons 

modernization continues to receive support from the 

Administration and Congress.  Despite continued 

diplomatic efforts to rid the world of nuclear 

weapons, we expect modernization to continue 

apace because even the most idealist of senior  

Administration officials acknowledge the need for a 

nuclear arsenal at this time. The nuclear deterrent 

and the expertise of  scientists and engineers at 

DOE sites remains a key issue across the weapons 

complex. 

Lab Modernization – We see hope.  This 

Administration has moved several projects out of 

the planning stage and is beginning to look at viable 

next steps.  These steps will still need to be vetted 

by the Office of Management and Budget and seek 

financing from private markets – but there are 

several promising signals which may set the pace 

for much needed new infrastructural projects. 

Modernization Considerations – In addition, 

given aging workforce concerns, we will have to 

focus on the people who will work for and with 

DOE in the future.  Modernization efforts will 

require DOE and NNSA relationships to be 

properly leveraged and the Augustine-Mies Panel 

report and the report of the Commission to Review 

the Effectiveness of the National Energy 

Laboratories will carry a lot of weight.  

Waste Treatment Plant (WTP) – WTP also 

continues to enjoy support from the Administration 

and Congress.  This is the largest cleanup project at 

$1 billion per year and continues to move forward, 

though we anticipate technical challenges will 

continue to pose a major challenge. 

Contracting – DOE and NNSA have a lot of 

contracting challenges ahead.  Some of the largest 

contracts in the country are being rebid or will be 

soon (see the chart is on page 8).   Good contracts 

and strong partnerships with the private sector and 

local communities can only help DOE achieve 

success and meet deadlines.  We will continue to 

raise our concerns with DOE leadership and look 

for ways to amplify our voice in the process. 

Proposed “Low-Level” Landfill in Oak Ridge – 

DOE continues to push for the construction of a 

new nuclear waste landfill in Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee.  For some reason, DOE is telling the 

community it does not have the right to formal 

oversight of the process and that there is no need to 

address real local impacts.  The process seems to 

call into question whether DOE’s policy of 

incorporating National Environmental Policy Act  

values into Comprehensive Environmental 

Response, Compensation, and Liability Act 

(CERCLA) processes is working.  We are surprised 

(Continued from page 1) 

What You Need to Know About DOE This 
Month 

(Continued on page 4) 
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2016 NATIONAL CLEANUP WORKSHOP: AGENDA TOPICS, SPEAKERS 
ANNOUNCED  

DOE released topics of discussion and a list of 

EM’s senior leaders who are set to speak at the 2016 

National Cleanup Workshop in mid-September in 

the Washington, D.C.-area. 

The nuclear cleanup program’s leaders scheduled to 

take part in the workshop include Assistant 

Secretary Monica Regalbuto, Principal Deputy 

Assistant Secretary Mark Whitney, and Acting 

Associate Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary 

Frank Marcinowski. 

The workshop will address: 

 The path forward for high-level waste at EM’s 

Hanford and Savannah River sites; 

 Upcoming acquisitions and procurement policy 

changes; 

 The new approach to cleanup at EM’s Los 

Alamos Site; 

 Industry, community, and state perspectives on 

the future of cleanup; 

 Startup, construction, and commissioning 

progress in 2016; 

 Decommissioning successes and lessons 

learned; 

 Advanced robotics and other EM technology 

development priorities; 

 Maintaining a safety conscious work 

environment across the EM complex; 

 DOE’s new approach to project management;  

 Bringing new workers to the EM cleanup 

program and effective human capital 

management; 

 EM’s path forward for defense high-level waste 

disposal; and 

 Understanding the remaining costs in the EM 

program.  

The Energy Communities Alliance is holding the 

workshop Sept. 14-15, 2016, at the Hilton 

Alexandria Mark Center in Alexandria, Va. 

Cooperating organizations for the event include 

DOE and the Energy Facility Contractors Group.  

The workshop will bring together senior DOE 

executives, DOE site officials, industry executives, 

and other stakeholders to discuss EM’s progress on 

the cleanup of the environmental legacy of the 

nation’s Manhattan Project and Cold War nuclear 

weapons program. 

Learn more about the workshop here.  

http://links.govdelivery.com/track?type=click&enid=ZWFzPTEmbWFpbGluZ2lkPTIwMTYwMzA5LjU2Mjg2NDUxJm1lc3NhZ2VpZD1NREItUFJELUJVTC0yMDE2MDMwOS41NjI4NjQ1MSZkYXRhYmFzZWlkPTEwMDEmc2VyaWFsPTE3MDIxMzE1JmVtYWlsaWQ9bWljaGFlbC5uYXJ0a2VyQGVtLmRvZS5nb3YmdXNlcmlkPW1pY2hhZWwu
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that the Department has not reached out to broker a 

deal after its initial push and has not resolved these 

issues.  We hope DOE steps back to think about its 

goals and remembers that long-term stewardship 

and the protection of human health is an 

engineering, science, and risk perception issue.  The 

local community can only help if properly engaged. 

Startup and Commissioning  of LAWPS, IWTF, 

and SWPF – The Department has a lot to do with 

the startup and commissioning of several complex 

and high-cost projects.  The main projects that EM 

is focused on are the Low Activity Waste 

Pretreatment System (LAWPS) at Hanford, the 

Integrated Waste Treatment Unit (IWTU) designed 

to treat liquid radioactive waste at the Idaho Site, 

and the Salt Waste Processing Facility (SWPF) at 

SRS.  LAWPS will allow DOE to begin feeding 

some of the low activity liquid waste directly to the 

Low Activity Waste Facility for vitrification.  All of 

these projects will be high profile and complex 

activities at the sites and within EM.  The startup 

and commissioning are critical projects that will 

require a lot of management. 

Consent-Based Siting – Everyone is happy to see 

DOE rethinking how to address defense and 

commercial high-level nuclear waste.  Although no 

one expects this Administration to make decisions 

on the matter – we have been so beaten down on the 

issue that we are now happy to see any progress – 

we do anticipate action from the next 

Administration.  We expect this Administration to 

continue to reach out to potential host communities 

and hopefully provide some funds for local due 

diligence.  DOE has requested $25 million for this, 

although it is not clear whether this amount will be 

appropriated or how it will distributed among 

potential host communities, tribes, or states that 

express interest. For more information on the 

meetings see here. 

SMRs – While no one was looking, the Small 

Modular Reactor (SMR) program is actually 

continuing to move forward.  NuScale is signing up 

utilities, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(NRC) is preparing to review the license 

application, and DOE continues to assist in funding 

licensing.  We may just see SMRs producing power 

in the next decade. NRC is holding a meeting on 

SMRs in Oak Ridge on April 12. 

EM Management – Get ready...it is coming 

again...time for a reorganization!  Now this rumor 

has been floating around for the past several months 

and came to light more clearly in March.  We are 

looking forward to an actual announcement in the 

next month.  Next year, when the new 

Administration takes office, there is a 50/50 chance 

of yet another reorganization.   

Multi-Agency  Sites – The next Administration will 

have to deal with a major management issue at 

DOE: multi-agency sites.  The structure has not and 

does not seem to work well.  The idea is that one 

DOE agency manages the whole site while the other 

agency oversees their particular projects at the site 

(for example, NNSA can be the lead manager for a 

site with EM as tenant coordinating EM 

operations).  This seems to work as well as one 

contractor managing two sites (something we don’t 

want to see occur anywhere else).  Communities 

keep pointing out the issues and the difficulties of 

having a two-headed or three-headed monster in the 

community.  In fact, ECA communities organized a 

conference call in March and noted that DOE will 

continue to be challenged by issues of control and 

balance.  We admit that this is really a site-by-site 

issue with some managers successfully 

accomplishing their missions.  This is definitely a 

management issue for the next Administration. 

Yucca Mountain – With all of the talk about 

consent-based siting you would think that the 

Administration has put Yucca behind it.  We all 

know that Yucca is just as alive as it was 8 years 

ago.  The issue continues to evade political 

consensus, but Yucca has strong congressional 

proponents and as Senator Harry Reid (D-NV) is 

retiring this year, there will surely be more to 

follow.  

Political Leaders at DOE – When the 

Administration change, it will surely populate DOE 

with its own appointees.  NNSA leadership may not 

change much, however.  Despite recent hearings, 

most people on the Hill in both parties respect 

(Continued from page 2) 

What You Need to Know About DOE This 
Month 

(Continued on page 5) 

http://www.energy.gov/ne/consent-based-siting
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ECA ANNOUNCES SPRING PEER EXCHANGE 

ECA will be hosting a Peer Exchange on 

Environmental Management Issues Thursday, May 

12 through Friday, May 13, 2016 at the Hotel 

Palomar in Washington, D.C.  

Meeting participants will be given the opportunity 

to discuss DOE-EM’s FY17 cleanup budget, the 

future of cleanup, including a preview of DOE 

project management changes, contracting reform 

and workforce development. Participants will also 

have the chance to hear directly from senior DOE 

officials and members of Congress on the effects of 

the FY17 budget on cleanup across the EM 

complex.  

This is a closed meeting to ECA members and 

invited guests only.  Due to space limitations, this 

meeting is limited to the first 55 registrants.   

For more information, or if you are interested in 

participating, please contact Ivana Brancaccio at 

ivana@energyca.org or by phone at (202) 828-

2410. 

General Klotz.  NNSA was set up to have some 

consistency across administrations.  We expect Gen. 

Klotz to stay into the next Administration.  All other 

offices with political leaders are likely to see a turn-

over in leadership.  

Secretary Moniz – He deserves, and has received, 

accolades from both parties and by most outside 

people that watch DOE.  This is an unusual and a 

welcome change from the past.  Some people have 

said maybe he stays with a Democratic 

Administration.  However, most say he leaves while 

he is still well-regarded (not easy to do in DC for a 

long time) and takes a leadership role in science and 

technology development.    

Manhattan Project Implementation – NPS and 

DOE continue to work closely together to 

implement the new National Park.  Each of the 

communities is also working closely with site 

offices and NPS and we expect some 

announcements by the end of the year.  This 

program has made great strides and continues to be 

an important issue for the communities around Oak 

Ridge, Hanford, and Los Alamos Sites. 

DOE and State Regulatory Agreements.  We 

can’t discuss environmental cleanup without also 

recognizing the role of states in regulatory 

oversight.  The need for DOE to reach an agreement 

with its state partners remains critical.  State 

agreements with DOE have been a key driver at EM 

since the program was created in the late 1980s.  As 

a reminder, state lawsuits are what spurred DOE to 

move forward on many cleanup actions under 

FFCA, RCRA, and CERCLA.  This is an issue that 

every Administration grapples with but one that can 

be resolved in the next year – if there is political 

will.  EM has been reaching out to EPA and most 

states and we would like to see DOE make progress 

on the issue this year. 

We will continue to update this list and please 

provide us with any issues that you want us to track 

or highlight in the Bulletin. 

We look forward to seeing ECA members in May 

during our spring meeting.  For more information, 

see the announcement below.  

(Continued from page 4) 

What You Need to Know About DOE This 
Month 

mailto:ivana@energyca.org
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House Speaker Paul Ryan (R-WI) has thus far been 

unable to bridge the divide in his caucus between 

those who want to increase defense spending and 

those who want to cut Federal spending across the 

board.  He has delayed a vote on the budget 

resolution until the week of April 11, when the 

House returns from its spring recess.  Earlier this 

month, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell 

said his chamber would not wait for the House; he 

has directed the Appropriations Committee to use 

last year’s budget agreement to outline spending 

bills.  House Appropriations Committee Chairman 

Hal Roger (R-KY) has also said his committee 

would “abide by the law” as it marks up its 

spending bills.  One bill was approved by a House 

subcommittee on March 24, much earlier than in 

past years.  Rogers says he intends to move the 

process forward at a faster pace to accommodate for 

the longer summer recess Congress will take 

because of the presidential conventions in late July. 

Already, some lawmakers have suggested that a 

continuing resolution will be used to keep the 

government funded until after October 1.  Senior 

appropriator Rep. Tom Cole (R-OK) said he thinks 

“that’s more likely than not.”   

“We want something so that we are in position to 

negotiate on an omnibus,” Cole told CQ Roll Call. 

DOE Budget Hearings 

Secretary Ernest Moniz, Assistant Secretary for 

Environmental Management (EM) Monica 

Regalbuto, National Nuclear Security 

Administration (NNSA) Administrator Frank Klotz, 

and other high-ranking DOE officials have been 

appearing before Congress regularly this month.  

The hearings grew heated at times, with various 

members expressing disapproval over some of the 

proposals included in this year’s budget request. On 

two separate occasions, Senator Lindsay Graham (R

-SC) grilled Secretary Moniz and Administrator 

Klotz on the proposed closure of the Savannah 

River’s Mixed Oxide (MOX) Fuel Fabrication 

Facility, which has been a source of tension 

between members of the South Carolina delegation 

and DOE. See a full video clip of Senator Graham’s 

Q&A session with Secretary Moniz here.  

On March 3, Senator Rob Portman (R-OH) 

expressed disappointment regarding DOE’s 

handling of the closure and decommissioning of the 

Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant at Piketon 

during a hearing on the Senate Energy and Natural 

Resources Committee.  

“I think you would have a different perspective if 

you would come out and see it. It’s not just a huge 

facility, thousands of acres, but the building alone, 

(Continued on page 7) 

Normal Appropriations Process 

April 15 Deadline for Congress to pass a 

budget resolution  

Week of April 18 House Armed Services 

subcommittees markup their 

portions of the NDAA  

April 27 Full House Armed Services 

Committee markup of the 

NDAA  

May Senate Energy and Water 

Appropriations Subcommittee 

spending bill markup  

Week of May 9 Full House considers NDAA 

Week of May 9 House Energy and Water 

Appropriations Subcommittee 

spending bill markup 

Week of May 9 Senate begins consideration of 

NDAA 

June Full Senate considers NDAA 

June-July Both chambers consider 

appropriations bills 

October 1 Fiscal Year 2017 Begins 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cETsCa1um4
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the ACP, is a $6 billion federal taxpayer initiative 

that you’re pulling the plug on and I just think it’s 

truly disappointing,” said Senator Portman.  

Secretary Moniz reiterated his commitment to 

visiting the Southern Ohio plant, and reassured 

members of the Committee that the technology and 

workforce at Piketon will still be needed in the next 

20 years.  Senator Portman emphasized the number 

of jobs that have been lost a as a result of the plant’s 

closure.  Portman also outlined the importance of 

the site as the only American source of enriched 

uranium needed for nuclear power, the Navy, the 

nuclear weapons arsenal, and non-proliferation 

efforts. 

During a March 9 hearing before the Senate 

Appropriations Energy and Water Subcommittee, 

Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TN) questioned 

Secretary Moniz on how the current budget 

proposal will solve the nation’s nuclear waste 

stalemate. 

“I believe that Yucca Mountain can and should be 

part of the solution, but we have more used fuel 

than Yucca Mountain’s legal capacity,” said Senator 

Alexander. He referenced the pilot storage facility 

program that he and Senator Feinstein (D-CA) will 

include in the Energy and Water Appropriations 

bill. Both Senators have inserted language into the 

appropriations bill for the past four years.  

Senator Feinstein focused on the licensing of private 

entities, like Texas-based Waste Control Specialists, 

asking the Secretary to shed light on how long the 

process might take.  Secretary Moniz said he would 

have to consult with legal counsel to ensure the 

process could move forward with the urgency 

senators want.   

Defense Authorization 

This month, House Armed Services Committee 

Chairman Mac Thornberry (R-TX) announced that 

markup of the NDAA will take place in late April, 

with floor consideration to take place the week of 

May 10.  The full Senate has typically passed its 

version of the bill in June.  The NDAA has been 

passed every year since 1961 and authorizes 

spending for DOE’s national security programs, 

including the cleanup program which impacts ECA 

communities.  In recent years final passage of the 

NDAA has been delayed until December, three 

months into the fiscal year for which it authorizes 

spending.  

House Leaders Keep Pressure on Yucca Mountain 

House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman 

Fred Upton (R-MI) and Environment Subcommittee 

Chairman Rep. John Shimkus (R-IL) sent a letter to 

Secretary Moniz on March 17 as part of probe to 

investigate the Yucca Mountain License 

Application. The letter asks whether DOE is able to 

complete a key step toward establishing a nuclear 

waste facility. The correspondence is a follow-up 

from a recent letter sent to the Government 

Accountability Office requesting information to 

determine what next steps DOE must fulfill in order 

to complete the licensing process to establish Yucca 

Mountain as the nation’s repository for nuclear 

waste. Yucca continues to dominate the nuclear 

debate in Congress. During a recent hearing with 

Secretary Moniz concerning the FY17 budget, 

Chairman Shimkus asked Secretary Moniz for his 

commitment to move the Yucca Mountain project 

forward. A video of the Q&A session can be found 

here.   

Nuclear Waste Legislation Introduced 

On March 15, Rep. Mick Mulvaney (R-SC) 

introduced H.R. 4745, the Interim Consolidated 

Storage Act of 2016. The legislation amends Section 

2 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, to “authorize the 

Secretary of Energy to enter into contracts for the 

storage of certain high-level radioactive waste and 

spent nuclear fuel and take title to certain high-level 

radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel.” The bill 

has been referred to the House Energy and 

Commerce Committee, and currently does not have 

additional sponsors.   

(Continued from page 6) 

Legislative Update 

http://links.govdelivery.com/track?type=click&enid=ZWFzPTEmbWFpbGluZ2lkPTIwMTYwMzE3LjU2NjcxOTcxJm1lc3NhZ2VpZD1NREItUFJELUJVTC0yMDE2MDMxNy41NjY3MTk3MSZkYXRhYmFzZWlkPTEwMDEmc2VyaWFsPTE3Mjg0ODEzJmVtYWlsaWQ9aXZhbmFAZW5lcmd5Y2Eub3JnJnVzZXJpZD1pdmFuYUBlbmVyZ3ljYS5v
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30tTVp9K_Vw
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/4745
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Department of Energy FY 2017 Budget 

Appropriation FY 2014 Enacted 

($) 

FY 2015 Enacted 

($) 

FY 2016 Enacted 

($) 

FY 2017 Request ($) 

Department of Energy 27,224,810,000 27,402,312,000 29,602,691,000 32,498,955,000 

National Nuclear Security Administration 

Weapons Activities 7,781,000,000 8,180,359,000 8,846,948,000 9,243,147,000 

Total NNSA Funding 11,207,000,000 11,399,034,000 12,526,512,000 12,884,000,000 

Environmental Management Funding 

Defense Environmental 

Cleanup 
5,000,000,000 4,990,017,000 5,289,742,000 5,226,950,000 

Non-Defense 

Environmental Cleanup 
231,741,000 246,000,000 255,000,000 218,400,000 

Uranium Enrichment 

Decontamination and 

Decommissioning Fund/

Payments 

--- (+/-) 463,000,000 (+/-) 471,797,000 (+/-) 155,100,000 

Total EM Funding 5,830,315,000 5,861,017,000 6,218,491,000 6,119,099,000 

Cleanup Funding Highlights 

Carlsbad/WIPP 221,170,000 324,455,000 304,838,000 271,000,000 

Energy Technology 

Engineering Center 
9,404,000 8,959,000 10,459,000 10,459,000 

Hanford/Richland 1,012,620,000 1,007,230,000 990,653,000 800,000,000 

Idaho National Laboratory 391,993,000 405,103,000 401,919,000 370,088,000 

Lawrence Berkeley 

National Laboratory 
--- --- 17,000,000 --- 

Lawrence Livermore 

National Laboratory 
1,476,000 1,366,000 1,366,000 1,396,000 

Los Alamos National 

Laboratory 
224,789,000 189,600,000 185,000,000 189,000,000 

Oak Ridge Reservation 429,541,000 431,142,000 468,407,000 391,407,000 

Office of River Protection 1,210,000,000 1,212,000,000 1,414,000,000 1,499,965,000 

Moab 38,000,000 35,663,000 38,644,000 34,784,000 

Nevada NNSA Site 61,897,000 64,851,000 62,385,000 61,176,000 

Paducah 324,524,000 269,773,000 268,402,000 272,310,000 

Portsmouth 199,465,000 275,828,000 288,970,000 322,653,000 

Sandia National Laboratory 2,814,000 2,801,000 2,500,000 4,130,000 

Savannah River Site 1,255,430,000 1,259,542,000 1,336,566,000 1,448,000,000 

Separations Process 

Research Unit (SPRU) 
23,700,000 --- --- 3,685,000 

West Valley Demonstration 

Project 
66,015,000 60,457,000 61,804,000 63,628,000 

Nuclear Energy Funding 

Nuclear Energy 888,376,000 833,379,000 986,161,000 993,896,000 

Nuclear Waste Disposal 

Waste Disposal (Yucca) --- --- --- --- 

Legacy Management Funding 

Legacy Management 176,983,000 171,811,000 167,180,000 154,320,000 

*Based on DOE funding request documents  
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Please visit our website: 

http://www.energyca.org 

to be added to our mailing list 

“Yes, we certainly do see a role for private storage 

and it’s my understanding the NRC will be 

receiving an application this year,” Moniz said.  In 

response to a question on the advantages of private 

storage, Moniz responded, “We think private 

storage could have advantages in an accelerated 

schedule potentially, more flexibility and also 

getting a confirmed cost up early so I think there 

could be many advantages.” 

In a blog post, Waste Control Specialist CEO Rod 

Baltzer said, “It is encouraging to see the interest in 

consolidated interim storage with private entities 

from both House and Senate and the support from 

the DOE.” 

The Senate hearing came one week after Secretary 

Moniz expressed support for private storage 

opportunities before a House panel if Congress 

provided legislative clarity on DOE’s authorization 

to move forward on that path.  

(Continued from page 1) 

Moniz Expresses Support for Private 
Nuclear Storage 

ALEXANDER URGES NNSA TO KEEP UPF “ON TIME AND ON BUDGET”  

During a Subcommittee on Energy and Water 

Appropriations hearing this month, Senator Lamar 

Alexander (R-TX) urged his colleagues 

in Congress to “keep projects on time 

and on budget” adding that certain “hard 

decisions” must be made regarding 

some of the largest construction projects 

currently being undertaken by NNSA.  

NNSA Administrator Frank Klotz 

testified before the subcommittee on the 

budget proposal from which includes 

$12.9 billion for NNSA, $357 million 

above the FY16 funding level.  

Alexander said projects such as the 

Uranium Processing Facility (UPF) at Y-12 are vital 

to maintaining the country’s nuclear arsenal and 

workforce. The FY17 budget proposal includes 

funding for design and construction of UPF, as well 

as two other construction projects in South Carolina 

and New Mexico.  Senator Alexander has urged 

NNSA complete 90 percent of a project’s design 

before starting construction on facilities.  

During this month’s hearing, Klotz told 

the committee that NNSA expects to 

achieve 90 percent of the UPF design by 

the end of the year, though actual 

construction may not begin at that time.  

Klotz also vowed to deliver the facility 

at a cost of $6.5 billion by 2025.  He 

also reassured senators that he intends to 

implement every recommendation of the 

Red Team that reviewed the project. 

Senator Alexander added, “Senator 

Feinstein and I have worked hard with the NNSA to 

keep costs from skyrocketing and to make sure hard

-earned taxpayer dollars are spent wisely. We need 

to make sure these projects are on time and on 

budget.”   

Senator Lamar Alexander (R-TX)  

http://www.energyca.org
http://knoxblogs.com/atomiccity/2014/05/01/red-teams-review-relocate-9212-work-y-12-facilities-minimize-new-builds-change-federal-management/
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HANFORD CLEANUP CUTS RAISE LOCAL CONCERNS 

Members of the Washington congressional 

delegation have expressed concerns over the 

funding cuts in the FY17 budget proposal which are 

expected to have a drastic effect on cleanup work at 

the Hanford site.  The FY17 budget proposal 

reduces funding at the Richland Operations Office 

to $800 million, a $191 million cut from FY16 that 

many say will slow down cleanup work.  However, 

funding for DOE’s Office of River Protection is 

expected to see an increase of $86 million over 

FY16. The additional funding is expected to create 

jobs for workers transitioning from completing 

projects, like the cleanup of the Plutonium 

Finishing, to work at the Hanford tank farms where 

radioactive waste is stored underground. 

Following the release of the President’s budget 

proposal, Washington State Governor Jay Inslee 

wrote to Congress, urging appropriators to consider 

what the funding cuts will mean for completing 

cleanup work on the river corridor.  

“The work conducted by (the Richland Operations 

Office) protects the Columbia River, a resource of 

incalculable value to the residents of the Pacific 

Northwest,” Inslee wrote in his letter to members of 

the House Energy and Water Development 

Appropriations Subcommittee. 

During a hearing of the Senate Energy and Natural 

Resources Committee, Senator Maria Cantwell (D-

WA) questioned Secretary Ernest Moniz about the 

proposed spending cuts.  “The funding shortfall 

endangers this progress…specifically, the 

groundwater remediation, the completion of the 618

-10 waste site and the remediation of the 324 

building, which is highly contaminated and only a 

few hundred yards from the Columbia River,” she 

said. 

During a separate budget hearing EM Assistant 

Secretary Dr. Monica Regalbuto said that no layoffs 

were expected as funds from the current fiscal year 

would carry over into next year’s budget. However, 

Regalbuto also confirmed that costs for Hanford’s 

vitrification plant, which is intended to treat low-

level radioactive waste, are increasing by an 

estimated $5.5 billion. Senior officials at EM have 

agreed that a new cost estimate for the plant is 

necessary to move forward with calculating budget 

numbers for FY18. Regalbuto confirmed that 

answers about cost estimates will be revealed once 

DOE completes contract renegotiations with the 

vitrification plant contractor, Bechtel National.  
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Would you like to have stories featured in the next Bulletin? 

Send your ideas and photos to Devon@energyca.org 

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR GTCC DISPOSAL RELEASED  

This month, DOE issued a Final Environmental 

Impact Statement (EIS), bringing the Department 

one step closer to choosing and implementing a 

strategy to dispose of greater-than-class C (GTCC) 

low-level radioactive waste (LLW).  The EIS lists 

disposal at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) 

in New Mexico as the preferred alternative, but 

action by Congress is needed before DOE can 

move forward.  

The final EIS has been a long time coming, with 

efforts first beginning in 1985, when Congress 

passed the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy 

Amendments Act. The law required the federal 

government to implement a strategy for GTCC low-

level waste disposal.   

The Final EIS is not a final decision on 

implementing such a strategy. Instead, prior to 

DOE making a final decision on the 

implementation of waste disposal, it must submit a 

report to Congress on disposal alternatives for 

GTCC LLW, as required by the Energy Policy Act 

of 2005. Only after hearing from Congress can the 

Department issue a record of decision of which 

disposal alternative to implement. 

DOE is currently in the process of preparing and 

sending its GTCC report to Congress and remains 

committed to disposing of the GTCC LLW.  

USC AIKEN CAMPUS TO HOST ADVANCED MANUFACTURING CENTER 

Aiken Standard reports that Savannah River 

Nuclear Solutions (SRNS) has chosen to develop an 

advanced manufacturing center on the Aiken 

campus of the University of South Carolina.  The 

new laboratory space will help promote partnerships 

between industry, academia, and government to 

create and use new technologies. 

The announcement comes just three months after 

SRNS announced it was seeking partners to help 

develop the project.  The facility will employ 

roughly 110 staffers once completed and will 

include chemistry labs, high bay and industrial work 

space, and staff offices in a 70,000 square foot 

space.   

“The Department of Energy is pleased with this new 

opportunity in advanced manufacturing. It is our 

duty to find smarter and safer ways to address the 

environmental management, national security and 

clean energy needs of our nation. It is only through 

the combined use of new technologies that these 

duties can be fulfilled,” said SRS Manager Jack 

Craig in the news release. 

Will Williams, president and CEO of the Economic 

Development Partnership, said in December that his 

group was interested in partnering with SRNS to 

develop a center and locate the facility in 

Aiken.  According to Williams, the facility could be 

completed by 2018.   

SRNS is the Savannah River Site’s management 

and operations contractor and also operates the 

Savannah River National Lab. 

http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/documents/index.cfm#final
http://www.gtcceis.anl.gov/documents/index.cfm#final
http://www.aikenstandard.com/article/20160324/AIK0101/160329675
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www.energyca.org 

IDAHO NEGOTIATIONS STALL, INL DIRECTOR LAMENTS DELAY  

Idaho National Laboratory (INL) Director Mark 

Peters lamented the “regrettable” news that DOE 

and state Attorney General Lawrence Wasden have 

been unable to reach an agreement that would allow 

a crucial nuclear fuel research project to move 

forward.  The negotiations concern the second of 

two spent nuclear fuel (SNF) shipments that DOE 

initially intended to send to INL last year.  Last 

month, the first of the two shipments was sent to the 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory where the arrival of 

the SNF attracted little adverse attention. 

According to the Post Register, DOE and Wasden 

failed to reach an agreement by March 18 which has 

resulted in a further delay to the panned shipment.  

The soonest a shipment can be scheduled now 

moves back to December 2016 because SNF can 

only be removed from the designated generating 

station at certain times.  While Wasden has changed 

his position that the Integrated Waste Treatment 

Unit must be operational before Idaho will allow 

any SNF into the state, he has yet to reach an accord 

on what steps the DOE must take to allow the 

shipment to take place.   

Only INL is capable of conducting research on this 

second shipment, according to a DOE spokesman, 

which will help advance knowledge concerning fuel 

recycling and the development of safeguard 

technologies for nuclear fuel cycles.  Even if the 

shipment could have been sent in June, the 

scheduled project completion date would have been 

delayed or the project scope changed.  Since last 

summer, INL officials have said that not receiving 

the shipments could damage INL’s research 

reputation over the long term and lose the state up to 

$20 million in federal research funding annually 

over the next several years. 

In an email to INL staff on March 16, Director 

Peters said he did not intent to cede INL’s unique 

expertise to a different laboratory.   

Both the DOE and Idaho state officials maintain 

their ongoing negotiations remain productive.  

EM LEADERS HOLD OVERSIGHT WORKSHOP  

This month, EM field and headquarters leadership 

met at the Hanford Site to discuss how they can 

improve their oversight of cleanup contractors.  The 

idea for the workshop came out of discussions of the 

lessons learned from the investigations into the 

February 2014 WIPP incident in New Mexico.   

Participants discussed vital complex-wide including 

improving the effectiveness of existing oversight 

mechanisms, ensuring adequate oversight resources 

are available and maintained, and organizational 

safety culture.  Moving forward, EM staff said they 

will address common areas of concern including 

improvement management assessments, assessing 

safety culture at different sites, strengthening the 

performance evaluation and measurement plans, and 

clarifying elements of an effective oversight model.  

A full list of topics can be found in the link above. 

“We had really good engagement,” said Ted Wyka, 

director of the Waste Treatment Plant/Tank Farm 

Program Office at EM headquarters. Wyka and 

EM Deputy Assistant Secretary for Safety, Security 

and Quality Programs Jim Hutton organized the 

workshop.  

http://www.energyca.org
http://www.postregister.com/articles/news-todays-headlines/2016/03/16/peters-reacts-spent-fuel-delay
http://www.postregister.com/articles/news-daily-email-todays-headlines/2016/03/15/inl-nuclear-fuel-shipment-delayed
http://energy.gov/em/articles/em-leaders-work-further-strengthen-oversight
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CONGRESSIONAL MEMBERS SAY STAKEHOLDERS DESERVE A SEAT AT THE 
TABLE - NRC 

Democratic members of the Vermont and 

Massachusetts delegation, including independent 

Senator Bernie Sanders, wrote a letter to the NRC 

requesting an open and transparent process for 

involvement by local communities and state 

governments affected by decommissioning of the 

Vermont Yankee plant.  

 “The decommissioning of a nuclear power plant 

has an enormous impact on the state and 

communities hosting the plant,” the letter says. “It is 

essential, therefore, that the agency work 

collaboratively with states, localities and interested 

parties throughout the decommissioning process.” 

The letter requests new rules from the NRC, which 

are known to take years to craft and implement.  

Some of the requests in the letter include requiring 

nuclear licensees to consider state and local input 

before decommissioning plans commence, ensuring 

decommissioning funds are strictly spent for 

authorized purposes, and requiring radioactive spent 

nuclear fuel to be moved from cooling pools to 

stable dry cask storage as soon as possible. 

Decommissioning is a costly endeavor and lengthy 

process. According to the Nuclear Energy Institute 

(NEI), decommissioning costs are estimated to 

range between $450 million and $1.3 billion for 

each nuclear power plant.  

Currently, low prices of natural gas and rising costs 

in maintenance for nuclear power plants are 

expected to increase incentives for additional 

nuclear power plants to retire from service in the 

near future. The NRC has acknowledged that it 

must provide new requirements for dormant nuclear 

plants.  That is why the NRC kicked off an initial 

public comment period to hear from interested 

parties from across the country.  

GELLES DEPARTS DOE  

On March 16, EM announced that Christine Gelles 

will be departing DOE this month after more than 

20 years with the agency.   

Gelles joined DOE in 1993 as a budget analyst in 

the Office of the Chief Financial Officer at a time 

when the department was recruiting liberal arts 

majors to help translate technical work into products 

that could be easily communicated to stakeholders.  

She has since worked her way up the ranks, joining 

the Rocky Flats Project Office 1999.  Last year, she 

served as acting manager of EM’s Los Alamos 

Office and has most recently served as Acting 

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Waste Management.  

Her portfolio has including managing policy and 

resources for WIPP, the Los Alamos and Idaho 

cleanup sites, and other sites within the EM 

umbrella.  Gelles will 

be joining Longnecker 

and Associates as 

Corporate Vice 

President. 

Gelles said leaving EM 

is difficult. 

“It’s the hardest 

decision I ever had to 

make,” she said in a 

press release. “I 

appreciate the 

opportunities I've had throughout the years to work 

with amazing people who are highly skilled and 

committed to the program's progress. I have a 

tremendous love and loyalty for this program. I 

think what we do is so important.”  

Christine Gelles  

http://energy.gov/em/articles/longtime-em-exec-christine-gelles-departing
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Voices of the Manhattan Project, a joint development by the Atomic Heritage Foundation 

and the Los Alamos Historical Society, is publishing Manhattan Project oral 

histories.   Check them out at www.manhattanprojectvoices.org.  

DOJ SUES SRNS FOR ALLEGEDLY OVERCHARGING GOVERNMENT  

The Department of Justice (DOJ) is suing Savannah 

River Nuclear Solutions (SRNS) for allegedly 

overcharging the government $5 million to make 

purchases for home offices, bids and proposals. 

SRNS and Fluor Federal, a parent company, are said 

to have violated their contract with DOE, beginning 

in 2008, when SRNS “schemed to claim and receive 

payment from the United States for costs they knew 

to be unallowable.”  

The contract with the DOE allowed SRNS to 

reimburse incurred costs by collecting invoices and 

drawing money from the federal credit line on a 

daily basis to pay for purchases.  

SRNS claimed and received more than $8 billion in 

reimbursements over an 8 year period between 2008 

and 2016. 573 claims totaling $5.2 million in 

overcharges were among the reimbursements.  

DOE reviewed statements and found that home 

office and other unallowable costs totaled nearly 

$1.2 million of that figure, according to the lawsuit.  

GAO: MODERNIZING THE NUCLEAR SECURITY ENTERPRISE  

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) 

recently released a report on NNSA’s efforts to 

modernize the nuclear security enterprise.  

Modernization efforts in FY16’s estimates totaled 

$297.6 billion for the next 25 years. This figure is 

an increase of $4.2 billion compared to FY15’s 

estimates.  Certain program categories showed 

significant changes in spending versus other areas. 

NNSA’s modernization efforts are categorized in 

four areas under the Weapons Activities 

appropriation account: stockpile; infrastructure; 

research, development, testing, and evaluation; and 

other weapons activities.  The stockpile budget 

estimate over 25 years increased by 13.2 percent.  

Additionally, estimates for life extension programs 

(LEP), increased by 19.6 percent compared to 

FY15, due to changes in the scope and schedule for 

some programs. Estimates for the other weapon 

activities decreased by 18.1 percent, due to NNSA 

moving two counterterrorism programs out of the 

Weapons Activities budget line item.  

NNSA agreed to share more information following 

recommendation from the GAO in August 2015.  

NNSA has since agreed to provide more 

transparency concerning budget shortfalls and hopes 

to implement this recommendation starting in FY17.  

http://www.manhattanprojectvoices.org
http://www.gao.gov/assets/680/675623.pdf
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REPORT ON RADIOACTIVE WASTE AND SPENT NUCLEAR FUEL RELEASED  

The Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board 

(NWTRB) released a report to Congress and the 

Secretary of Energy titled “Survey of National 

Programs for Managing High-Level Radioactive 

Waste and Spent Nuclear Fuel: Update.”  The report 

is a revision of the survey report issued by the 

NWTRB in 2009.  It describes 30 technical and 

institutional attributes of nuclear waste programs in 

13 countries.  According to the overview, a strong 

international consensus exists that deep-mined, 

geologic waste repositories “provide a unique level 

and duration of protection” of public health and the 

environment.  The report is not an exhaustive 

examination of the waste management programs in 

the 30 countries that operate nuclear power plants, 

but provides Congress and executive branch 

policymakers with up-to-date information on 

programs in those countries that account for more 

than 80% of worldwide nuclear power capacity.  It 

notes that while developing a deep-mined, geologic 

repository is “technically feasible” only one (the 

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant) exists today in the United 

States.  A copy of the report can be found here. 

http://www.nwtrb.gov/reports/survey_report_2016.pdf
http://www.nwtrb.gov/reports/survey_report_2016.pdf
http://www.nwtrb.gov/reports/survey_report_2016.pdf
http://www.nwtrb.gov/reports/survey_report_2016.pdf
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CONTRACTS  

Tank Waste Management Planning RFI Issued  

On March 3, DOE issued a Request for Information for the Office of River Protection Tank Waste 

Management Acquisition Planning.  DOE is seeking responses for market research purposes only to determine 

whether or not all or a portion of the work can be set-aside for small and disadvantaged businesses.  The type 

of contract and period of performance have not yet been determined.  DOE will conduct a site tour on March 

29 and information exchange meeting in the following days in support of the upcoming Tank Waste 

Management Acquisition Post FY 2018 Contract.  More information can be found on the procurement website 

here. 

DOE Selects Carnegie Mellon to Run Traineeship in Robotics 

On March 16, EM selected Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, PA to run a university traineeship in 

Robotics.  The $3 million, 5-year cooperative agreement is intended to train graduate students in specific 

disciplines aligned with DOE STEM workforce robotic needs, particularly as they apply to environmental 

remediation, radioactive waste retrieval, stewardship of spent nuclear fuels and special nuclear materials, 

worker safety, and other EM mission activities.  Carnegie Mellon will team with two DOE National 

Laboratories, Savannah River National Lab and Pacific Northwest National Lab, to carry out its Robotics 

Traineeship program.  The full press release can be read here.  

DOE Releases Draft RFP and Announces Conference for SRS Waste Services 

On March 31, DOE issued at draft request for proposal for liquid waste services at the Savannah River 

Site.  The total estimated value of the contract is up to approximately $6 billion over a prospective 

performance period of up to ten years, including the option period.  The current waste services contract expires 

on June 30, 2017.  A pre-solicitations, site tour, and one-on-one meetings with interested contractors will be 

held during the week of April 18, 2016.  Registration information and the draft request can be found here. 

https://www.emcbc.doe.gov/SEB/ORPpost2018/
http://www.energy.gov/em/articles/doe-selects-carnegie-mellon-run-traineeship-robotics
https://www.emcbc.doe.gov/SEB/SRSLiquidWaste/
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http://cdn.rollcall.com/pdfs/Congressional-Calendar-2016.pdf
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April 11 NE consent based siting regional meeting in Atlanta, Georgia.  For more 

information see here. 

Week of April 12 Expected House floor consideration of the annual budget resolution 

April 20 House Nuclear Cleanup Caucus workshop, for more information contact 

Christina Barworosky at cmb@nei.org 

Week of April 25 Expected House Armed Services markup of the annual NDAA 

April 26 NE consent based siting regional meeting in Sacramento, California.  For 

more information see here. 

Week of May 2 Expected House floor consideration of the NDAA 

Week of May 9 Expected Senate and House consideration of the Energy and Water 

Appropriations bill 

May 12-13 ECA Peer Exchange Meeting on EM Issues, for more information 

contact ivana@energyca.org 

May 24 NE consent based siting regional meeting in Denver, Colorado.  For more 

information see here. 

June 2 NE consent based siting regional meeting in Boston, Massachusetts.  For 

more information see here. 

June 8 House Nuclear Cleanup Caucus workshop, for more information contact 

Christina Barworosky at cmb@nei.org 

June 23 NE consent based siting regional meeting in Tempe, Arizona.  For more 

information see here. 

July 14 NE consent based siting regional meeting in Boise, Idaho.  For more 

information see here. 

July 21 NE consent based siting regional meeting in Minneapolis, Minnesota.  For 

more information see here. 

August 9-10 Third Annual Intermountain Energy Summit in Idaho Falls, ID, for more 

information click here 

September 14 House Nuclear Cleanup Caucus workshop, for more information contact 

Christina Barworosky at cmb@nei.org 

September 14-15 DOE National Cleanup Workshop co-hosted by ECA and EFCOG 

October 1 Start of FY 2017 

November 2016 Intergovernmental Meeting in New Orleans, LA, for more 

information contact ivana@energyca.org 

November 8 Federal Elections 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/consent-based-siting-public-meeting-atlanta-georgia-registration-21776609425
mailto:cmb@nei.org
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/consent-based-siting-public-meeting-sacramento-california-registration-22923333307
mailto:ivana@energyca.org
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/consent-based-siting-public-meeting-denver-colorado-registration-23429680806
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/consent-based-siting-public-meeting-boston-massachusetts-registration-23802290291
mailto:cmb@nei.org
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/consent-based-siting-public-meeting-tempe-arizona-registration-23820404471
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/consent-based-siting-public-meeting-boise-idaho-registration-24162346228
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/consent-based-siting-public-meeting-minneapolis-minnesota-registration-24163755443
http://www.intermountainenergysummit.com/
mailto:cmb@nei.org
mailto:ivana@energyca.org
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